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Vision

 BHOM will open the era of blockchain commercialization, to hasten the moment of 
making property transactions with cryptocurrency. BHOM coin is a property ownership 
decentralization coin through which the stable values of the properties can be 
exchanged with cryptocurrencies or cash. BHOM system includes blockchain-based 
property information system.

We can now newly imagine the residence of the future through commercialized service of 
property transaction that applies blockchain technology. Blockchain has solved the problem 
of information asymmetry using distributed ledger and allowed minimizing the loss of time 
and financial resources caused by having to go through an intermediary by directly connecting 
the seller and the buyer. In the past, there have been changes of decentralization and 
disintermediation in the process of commercializing the internet/web and smartphone/ app 
but these have only altered the form of the intermediary to a platform and have failed to 
reach the P2P in its truest sense. BHOM, which means BLOCKCHAIN HOME, pursues for a 
decentralized property transaction and tokenization. 
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Part 1:
Background

Problems of Existing Real Estate Transactions 
 

The biggest issue with existing real estate transactions was verification. Many people had 

to suffer heavy losses due to false verifications. Existing laws and institutions tried providing 
official verification through registration but had various unsolvable problems.   

First, there exists a time difference between the actual transaction and the confirmation of 
verification. Typically, when making payments for real estate transactions, the substance of 

relationship of rights and duties is checked by reviewing the documents containing the 
current relationship of rights and duties received from the registry office just before the 

payment is made. This is due to concerns over possible unlawful changes that can be made 
to the relationship of rights and duties before making the payment and while minimizing 

this time difference is possible, it cannot be completely removed. Hence, these risks 
regarding the time difference always had to be taken into account in real estate 

transactions and for some part, the only way to overcome this was to rely on intermediary 
insurance or mutual trust.  

Secondly, one can be deceived by counterfeit verification. The means of verification used 
in current real estate transactions are ID cards or seals. Incidents caused by fake IDs have 

become rampant that they are no longer newsworthy and seals that are considered to have 
higher credibility are just pieces of carved wood made to compare their patterns after 

stamping it on paper. We can say that these means of verification are too old for real estate 
transactions that are worth as small as tens of millions of won and as large as tens of 

billions of won. 
Thirdly, the process of confirming the verification is too complicated. It is the fact of life 

that you need assistance from a certified agent to review the relationship of rights and 
duties and process the relevant work. It is a burdensome and risky job prone to mistakes for 

an ordinary person who is not a legal expert to review the relationship of rights and duties 
at the registry office and check the opponent’s verification. For these reasons, one always 

had to pay high fees to borrow the help of certified agents when making high-value 
transactions.

 Fourthly, properties are too expensive and difficult to immediately exchange to liquid 
assets. In order to sell a property, you have to wait for a decent buyer, and if not sold at the 

right timing, the property may be sold at a giveaway price or cause bankruptcy in black. 
Also, properties have been the preserve of only those with sufficient capital, due to their 

high transaction value and earnings ratio. 
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Solution to the Problem: Blockchain

Blockchain is a technology fit for solving the verification problem in real estate transaction. 
Most of all, it can remove the time difference between the transaction and the confirmation of 

verification. Once a contract is uploaded on the blockchain network in the form of a smart 
contract, one can simultaneously process payment and transferring of rights by  verifying the 

genuineness of the rights holder from the information received from the public sector at the time 
of the contract. In terms of allowing such simultaneous processing, blockchain could be an 

alternative solution to the existing problem.
Blockchain is almost impossible to counterfeit. Not only the consensus models including PoW1 or 

PoS2 of the 1st generation blockchain, but also those of the following generations are considered 
free from problems of counterfeit verification compared to primitive verification methods such as 

seals.
Also, users of the BHOM blockchain network can delegate the complicated verification 

confirmation procedure to blockchain. Once the blockchain network of BHOM connects to the 
public sector, confirmation of verification will be carried out by BHOM blockchain network in place 

of the users. What a user can do is to check its results and sign the contract by clicking a button.     
Real estate transaction is only a starting point for the blockchain network that BHOM is 

picturing. BHOM aims for a ‘blockchain city’ where blockchain in various fields such as education, 
health, finance, logistics, transport, and housing are all connected. Among them, the housing 

field will be a starting point of the blockchain city and various actions ranging from transaction to 
living in the housing field will be connected to the blockchain city.
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1 Proof of work. Consensus algorithm based on proof of work. A byzantine consensus algorithm suggested by Nakamoto Satoshi.
2 Proof of stake. Consensus algorithm based on proof of stake. Generates blocks based on the stake and the date stake was created.

Mirroring effect of residential structure and transaction pattern

Fig.1. Mirroring effect of residential structure and transaction pattern



of time. In overall, BHOM blockchain network consists of three stages in total, which are: ➀ 

preparation for the  establishment of the network, ➁ development of property transaction 

platform based on Ethereum network, and ➂ development of property transaction & 
tokenization platform using EOS.
 As the first step, for BHOM tokens received after participating in the TGE(Token Generation 
Event), there will be nothing more to it than codes for issuance, auxiliary device for 
emergency, and the fork for the next-version token. Since it is basically based on ERC20, 
while it is possible to send, make transfers between wallets, and make transactions at the 
exchange, it is not enough to be used for property transaction in DApp. The token that TGE 
participators will get when issued will be like an exchange ticket for tokens that contain the 
smart contract to be used for future property transaction.
 Second step is a process of soft landing for the development of property trading & 
investment platform. BHOM will base its network on Ethereum and fork existing tokens to 
new tokens containing the smart contract. Market participators including buyers, sellers, 
and even middlemen will use BHOM token for various deals such as trading, leasing, and 
auctioning and make payments using them. The figure below is a simple example of the 
code snippet for smart contract. While the smart contract will become much more 
complicated to reflect the actual contracting process, BHOM will develop diverse forms of 
smart contract to be used on DApp based on the actuality of contracts.

pragma solidity ^0.4.18;
import './external_library/minime/MiniMeToken.sol';

contract BHM is MiniMeToken {

function BHM(address _tokenFactory) MiniMeToken(
    _tokenFactory,
    0x0,                  
    0,                    
    "BHOM",  
   18,                   
    "BHM",             
    true                
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Part 2:
Property Transaction and Tokenization using BHOM

BHOM Blockchain Network Development Plan

We do not believe that BHOM’s visions and ideals can be realized overnight. Creating 
smart contracts, developing DApp, and researching blockchain require substantial amount 



 ) public {}

…

function createLease(uint256 _deposit, uint256 _leaseFee, bool _useCA, uint256[] 
_paymentTimestamp) public returns (uint256){
  "
    " require(leaseStructs[msg.sender][now].isUsed == false);
  " leaseStructs[msg.sender][now].deposit = _deposit;
  " leaseStructs[msg.sender][now].leaseFee = _leaseFee;
  " leaseStructs[msg.sender][now].isUsed = true;
  " leaseStructs[msg.sender][now].lock = false;
  "
  " for(uint i = 0; i < _paymentTimestamp.length; ++i){
  " " leaseStructs[msg.sender][now].paymentTimestamp.push(_paymentTimestamp[i]);
  "}
  "
  " CreateLease(_deposit, _leaseFee, _useCA, _paymentTimestamp, now, msg.sender);
  }

...

}
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Fig.2. Code snippet of smart contract

At the stage of using Ethereum-based smart contract, our main goal is to promote the actual 
use and distribution of the BHOM token. Using smart contract, we can transplant the existing 
forms of transaction on the Ethereum network. This transaction includes the entire process 
from making decisions whether to purchase a property to signing a contract under the 
confirmation of a certified agent. 

Many can raise questions about whether we must bring all this into blockchain when things 
can be done outside of it and BHOM would like to suggest several cogent reasons for this. The 
biggest advantage of blockchain technology is verification. We know how difficult it is to 
identify the main parties of the property transaction. One must get a certified copy from the 
register, check IDs, and additionally check seals if one is acting as an agent. Moreover, one 
needs to check back for any changes in rights each time. A certified agent plays many roles but 
it is no exaggeration to say that its most significant role is to verify one’s rights over property. 
This process can be simplified by blockchain technology. Most of all, it is difficult to counterfeit 
and one can also verify oneself through biometric identifications using fingerprints or iris. 
Without reading complicated papers, short verification using DApp can easily confirm whether 
the other party possesses proper rights. 

Next, smart contract guarantees simultaneous execution. When purchasing real estate, many 
people double-check the certified copy of registration before making the final payment. This is 
due to concerns over any illegal interventions between transferring the payment and real 
estate purchase. 
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Smart contract solves this issue perfectly. Because payment is made as soon as the 

contract is signed, there is no room for illegal interventions between the transfer of rights 
and payment. Frequently confronted problems for monthly rent or key deposit lease can 

also be easily solved using deposit of the smart contract. Tenants of the key deposit lease   

worry most about their key deposit. If the landlord does not return the deposit even after 
the contract is over the tenant must face economic hardship. On the other hand, for the 

landlord, if the tenant fails to pay punctually and puts off the payment, he or she can face 

similar difficulties. However, if the contract is in the form of a smart contract, one can set a 
specified amount of deposit to be automatically transferred when certain date comes. 

Blockchain is very attractive in that it not only ensures the fulfillment of the contract but 

also allows it to be simultaneously executed.   
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Fig.3. BHOM P2P Property Transaction Platform

BHOM P2P Property Transaction Platform

Also in terms of information provision, smart contract can provide verified information 
faster than the existing system. Anyone can easily check through the DApp when the rights 
relationship changed, what the trading price was, and how much bonds were established. 
Quantified information such as the address or location of the real estate, its size can all be 
uploaded on the Ethereum network. Information that had to be gained through the real 
estate agent or complicated government systems can be checked using the DApp.
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 Such a process can also be applied to cross-border transactions. Of course, there are 
many obstacles to trading foreign real estate but all transactions have things in common. 
What is left is to customize the smart contract to suit the necessary conditions for 
administrative procedures and transactions of that country and actual transactions will 
eventually become similar. After BHOM transplant complicated transactions to the smart 
contract, users will easily complete their deals through DApp and it will become much 
easier to pay fees and taxes.

BHOM P2P Property Transaction Algorithm Data Flow

Fig.4. BHOM P2P Property Transaction Algorithm Data Flow

Lastly, at Round 2, the establishment of investment model using decentralized property 
transaction & tokenization platform will be made possible. BHM holders can use BHM not 
only on simple transactions, but also on decentralized property tokenization. The holders 
can select target property every round, and invest on those targets with BHM. BHOM seeks 
to establish a virtuous cycle of coin economy in a long term, and to do so, democratic 
decision-making right should be granted to coin holders, and the reason for the holders to 
continue their coin possession is required. 



Tokenization can largely be categorized into two, which are : direct and indirect 
tokenization. Investment companies with certain qualifications can present their property to 

BHM holders and receive direct investment. The holders may benefit or suffer losses based 

on the processes of the property. The properties are continuously listed on the platform, 
and the holders may decide to tokenize or not based on the provided information. Target 
properties range from NPL to lease, and holders may tokenize as they please, depending on 

diverse risks and benefits. 

 BHM holders can stake their BHM. Alike direct tokenization, companies with appropriate 
qualifications present their candidate properties, and the investment target is selected through 
voting of BHM holders. The process is not only democratic but also decentralized. Based on 

the investment results of the selected property, BHM holders share benefit and loss.

 On BHM platform, properties will be transformed into a kind of mini token. In the mini 
token exchange, properties will be traded freely, and small investors will be able to invest on 
high net worth properties. Tokenized properties can be securitized through exchange, even 

if the investment is not yet finished.

Practical Problems

However, there are practical problems to reach this level. First are the problems caused by 

using the Ethereum network. The problems are: having to continuously pay network fees 
and the slow processing speed of the network. The fact that one must pay fees every time 

to carry out a transaction through a smart contract is not an attractive element for users. 
This is also a high risk factor in that network fees may rise as Ethereum prices soar in the 

future. Moreover, the current network speed of Ethereum is inadequate to ensure real-time 
processing. One may have to wait as short as several seconds to as long as several ten-

minutes to process the smart contract. In terms of development, there are limitations as the 
size of the code suitable for Ethereum-based smart contract is limited. The next problem is 

the linkage with public institutions. Compared to relatively fast-moving private sector, public 
institutions are slowest in introducing new technology. We may have to wait a long time 

until they open up their information following the new interface. BHOM will spare no effort 
for technological support for these institutions to adopt new technology but it may take 

quite a long time for the technology to be implemented. Therefore, BHOM will try 
introducing the technology starting from the private sector where it is implementable. There 

could be a transitional period where contract signing and payment is done by the smart 
contract and administrative issues such as registering are done offline. Though we may not 

include everything in the network, we will try our best to add them to it. 
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 The third stage of BHOM blockchain is developing property transaction & tokenization 

platform using EOS. The transitional stage using ERC20 token and the Ethereum network is 
an intermediate step to ultimately move to the stage of building an own blockchain network. 

The establishment of BHOM blockchain network means that problems of the transitional 

stage have mostly been solved. Once one’s own network is established, there will be no need 
to pay fees to use the Ethereum network and the processing speed will be fast enough to 

allow simultaneous executions. The public sector is also likely to prefer EOS network to 

Ethereum network that requires continuous payment for use. 
 EOS is fast. It ensures 1,000 TPS(Transaction Per Second) even in the worst case scenario, 

and 8,000 TPS is theoretically possible. By using EOS, users do not need to pay fees, and no 

fees will be incurred if the service provider continues to possess EOS coin. Also, regarding 

migration, core developer Dan Larimer of EOS commented that existing smart contracts 
developed through solidity are expected to be made usable in EOS without additional coding.
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Fig.5. Transaction procedure of blockchain-based P2P platform

Expert’s reviewsAppropriate trading price Smart Contract Recorded in Blockchain

 BHOM DApp Service and Smart Contract

DApp is a distributed application that is decentralized. Compared to existing centralized 
applications, the biggest difference of DApp is that it does not have a central server. Each 
node that comprises the network plays the role of a server and these nodes may grow 
countlessly. In terms of operational efficiency, the DApp may be more inefficient than 
existing applications that have a central server. However, there are significant advantages 
for the DApp even though it gives up some of the operational efficiency. First is security. A 
single node has a high possibility of being hacked while hacking stored data that are 
distributed is almost impossible. Blockchain has many preventive measures to secure the 
consistency of data. Secondly, it allows transparent operation. Information accumulated 
through DApp will be disclosed to everyone through the blockchain. For transactions taking 
place through the DApp, users need not to worry about asymmetry of information. 
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To provide the service earlier, BHOM will first develop DApp service based on the 

Ethereum network. The basic idea of the Ethereum network is to provide a network for 

those who try to develop DApp themselves since it is a waste for everyone to create their 

own blockchain network. In order to use DApp on the Ethereum network, one must upload 

the smart contract made using a specific language called ‘Solidity’ and change the status 

information of the smart contract based on one’s needs. Directly translating the contents of 

the contract to codes and uploading them on the network are all there is to smart contract 

development. 

Let’s assume seller A and buyer B are engaging in a real estate transaction. BHOM, a 

brokering platform, will register the contract frame that contains everything needed for real 

estate trading, in other words, a smart contract, in advance on the Ethereum network. 

Here, necessary information generally needed for real estate trading such as the address, 

area, and rights relationship of the real estate will be registered as blanks. Seller A will fill in 

these blanks through the DApp in the form of a mobile app or a website similar to the 

existing way of selling real estate property. Buyer B checks the sales information through the 

DApp. If B wishes to purchase the property, he or she makes the payment in ‘deposit’ and 

click the purchase button. Just like traditional transactions, a real estate agent may 

intervene or not. If one needs a certified agent, he or she can select the agent confirmation 

option. Later the agent will check the substances of the contract and may play the role of 

ultimately sealing the deal. Once the contract is sealed, ownership registration procedure 

will take place in the public sector blockchain and payment procedures will be carried at the 

same time. All procedures will be done simultaneously and thus one need not to worry 

about the time difference in transaction. Also, existing market participators such as real 

estate agents will be able to easily play their role through the DApp.

The advantage of developing the DApp using the Ethereum network is that we can 

develop a DApp that is no big different from developing an existing centralized web-based 

application. Developing a smart contract with an application that allows to approach it can 

complete the development of the DApp. Purely considering the smart contract and the 

application for it, it will take about 3 to 6 months to develop them and utilizing the 

Ethereum network will be very attractive in that we could provide the BHOM platform to 

the market promptly. 

Considering the users’ perspective, the DApp should be usable with no big difference to 

using an ordinary application. Regarding this issue, BHOM will not only provide a website 

for the platform users but also IOS and Android applications. Users will face no significant 

difficulty in using BHOM’s DApp just like using any other existing applications.   
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Transaction flow chart of BHOM Platform

Fig.6. Transaction flow chart of BHOM Platform
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As such, providing a BHOM DApp using the Ethereum network is highly feasible and not 

so difficult. Nonetheless, the reason why BHOM ultimately pursues for its own blockchain 

network apart from the Ethereum network is because of efficiency and stability. The TPS of 

the Ethereum network is currently known to be about 10~25 TPS. This figure is way too 

low for instant processing and the entire network is often paralyzed when TGE becomes 

concentrated. Once broken away from Ethereum network, BHOM will be freed from the 

constraints of the Ethereum network. The Ethereum network has limited block size and the 

speed of its creation is also inevitably constrained.

Meanwhile, migration to EOS will not cause any big changes in users using DApp. Faster 

processing speed will soon be forgotten as if it were already there and the users can use the 

DApp without acquiring additional knowledge. Users will be able to make transactions and 

tokenize properties using DApp.
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BHOM Property Transaction Platform

Housing is one of the most expensively traded commodities because it is based on 

immobility and real asset, and has great market size. Rise of rental fee and sale price is an 

obstacle against entrance of new consumers. Even average income earners should spend fair 

portion of their income on housing expenditure. This leads to the polarization in housing 

transaction, and furthermore, to inter-generation polarization. We expect transparent and 

accurate transaction based on the blockchain to contribute toward the resolution of 

polarization from information asymmetry. Also, through the balance in values between 

cryptocurrency, a liquid digital asset, and real estate with stability of real asset, ideal asset 

management would be enabled.

BHOM : Decentralized Property Transaction and Tokenization Platform

Lease Sale

P2P Property Transaction Decentralized Property Tokenization

Purchasing
existing
building

Purchasing 
new 
building

Transfer BHMP2P Property Transaction Allocates Mini Token

Selects property to tokenize through voting

BHM Holders

Fig.7. Decentralized Property Transaction and Tokenization Platform

Part 3:
Property Transaction and Tokenization Plan Using BHOM

The Basic Structure of Decentralized Property Transaction and Tokenization Platform

BHOM platform consists of two parts, which are: 
P2P property transaction platform, and decentralized property tokenization platform. 



An examination of national wealth structures of major OECD member states indicates that the 
share of real estate is OECD around 80~90%, which is a much larger amount compared to other 

items including energy resources and machinery. Although the price of real estate is affected by 
the economic fluctuation, a quick reaction is impossible because an inefficient transaction method 
has been persisted. If BHOM successfully connects public sector and private sector through the 

blockchain, sellers and buyers would be much more efficiently connected, and thus, participants 
of housing market would become able to react against the economic fluctuation in much more 
rapid manner. Sweden and Dubai already started to apply the blockchain technology on land 

registration system, and it is expected for those governments to expand the scope of blockchain 
application to other public databases including building registration, land usage information, and 
publicly notified individual land price. Reflecting such currents, we would connect blockchain 

networks in public and private sectors, through BHOM platform.
Although it seems that existing real estate information platform service has resolved the 

inefficiency issue in the connection between sellers and buyers, the fundamental drawback still 

remains. BHOM would move existing middle men to new service areas including property 
information verification and property suggestion through big data and machine learning. The role 
of conventional real estate agents would be shifted to the big data analysis sector of BHOM, and 

the role of certified judicial scriveners would be shifted to smart contract, resulting in the reduction 
of transaction procedure and cost, while the market participants would still be able to receive the 
help from the middle men.

Fig.8. Design prototype of BHOM platform
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1. Direct Property trading · Rent Transaction between Individual Seller and Buyer

A seller may post an offering on BHOM platform and even make a smart contract with a buyer. 
Redundantly posted property would be filtered from the platform, and property which has not 
been updated within a predeterminate period would be automatically expunged. Although 
ownership transfer would be processed in offline until the public databases are blockchained, after 
blockchain technology is applied on those databases, we would establish a built-in ownership 
transfer system within the platform and connect it to external public registration systems. As some
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Through BHOM platform, the market participants could make contracts in more rapid manner. 
They would be able to receive recommendation on detailed contract conditions from the 
algorithm, and 24-hour payment and immediate ownership transfer through BHOM Coin, a built-
in cryptocurrency, would also reduce the time consumed for the transactions. BHOM would 
invigorate currently stagnant market through inflow of new generation and class, by digitalization 
of land and building assets. Also, through BHOM, the market participants would be able to rapidly 
react to market changes caused by fluctuations in the volume of commodity currency circulation, 
stock price, interest rate, and oil price.

Execution of Property Transaction through BHOM Platform

BHOM property transaction system is basically designed to enable international real estate 
transaction in accordance to the users’ country. Real estate is a typical goods with regional 
characteristics on which transaction regulation and custom applied differ by region. Hence, there 
has been no organization or institute which conducts verification and registration of international 
transactions, and real estate transaction was only able through local real estate agents. Blockchain 
Decentralized Application (DApp) system of BHOM enables direct international real estate 
transaction without a local real estate agent. With loaded regulations, and procedures for 
transaction and registration, and immediate transaction verification which is the advantage of 
blockchain system combined, optimized transaction condition would be provided. However, as 
there are disparities among each state in adoption of blockchain technology, target states would 
be selected gradually, based on switching progress of each state.

BHOM Platform

BHOM property transaction platform consist of two parts:

1. Transaction between individual seller and buyer

2. Transaction of newly-built property
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states have already started to apply blockchain on their land registration systems, it is expected for 

other states to also make the same action. BHOM is also planning the connection with external 

registration systems, to prepare for such movements.

Transaction would be conducted in the following process.

1) Estimation and recommendation of reasonable price based on 

    provided information in BHOM platform

2) Posting onto BHOM

3) P2P transaction price negotiation

4) Confirmation by required authorities depending on the sectors 

    including certified real estate brokerage, tax affair, finance, and architecture.

5) Conclusion of a smart contract

2.Transaction of Newly-built Property

We will post properties from real estate development project, to actualize economy scale of which 

is suitable for actual transaction based on cryptocurrency. The seller may post newly-built 

properties the ownership of which is much simpler than usual properties, and directly transact the 

property without real estate agents. In this part of the platform, an institutional investor may buy 

multiple properties in lots, as well as an individual investor may make an individual transaction. 

Inflow of institutional capital indicates large-scale circulation of BHOM Coin. BHOM Lab started 

the preparation for securing properties in Korea the first step of which is arranging agreements 

with real estate development project stakeholder companies.

Transaction would be conducted in the following process.

1)  Entering preferable conditions in BHOM platform

2)  Comparing recommended properties

3)  Selecting the residence to occupy

4)  Selecting payment method

5)  Conclusion of a smart contract



3. Transfer BHM

BHM Holders

4. Allocates Property Stake

Property to Tokenize
A

Property to Tokenize
B

Property to Tokenize
C

1. Announcement on property to tokenize each round 
(Building acquisitions, newly developed properties, etc.)

Mini tokens issued

5. Mortgage loan Possible

6. Profit Distributed when Sold
(with each cryptocurrency-based real estate project as the subject of distribution)2. Prioritization based on Voting Result
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Fig.9. BHOM Decentralized Property Tokenization Model

Decentralized Property Tokenization Platform

BHOM provides decentralized property tokenization model, in which people acquire stake of 
actual properties including buildings and property development projects using cryptocurrency. 
The stake of properties are issued in the form of a mini token, and are verified by the smart 
contract included in the token. After the official launching of the platform, users with stakes 
of properties can receive loans with the stake as security. 

The composition and utilization method of the platform is as follows : 

1) Investment candidates including existing and newly built properties are announced
2) Tokenization target selected through voting of BHM holders

3) BHM holders Transfer BHM to the selected property
4) Mini tokens with smart contract including the stakes of the property are issued

5) The stake of properties specified in the smart contract can be held as security for mortgage loan.

6) Profit Distributed when Sold (with each cryptocurrency-based real estate project as the subject of distribution)



Decentralized Property Transaction
& Investment Platform
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Part 4:
Extension of BHOM Community

Extendibility of Property Transaction Platform

Real estate transaction is only a beginning of blockchain network which BHOM dream of. 

BHOM pursues the true generalization of blockchain in which various sectors including 

education, healthcare, finance, logistics, traffic, and property. Property sector would be the 
initial point of that, and various actions from housing transaction to daily live would be 

connected to BHOM community.

BHOM would implement the process to shift the connection of intra-city transaction system 

from existing document-web-app environment to blockchain DApp, on the basis of DApp 
platform on which the real estate transaction system including housing transaction is 

mounted. Transaction system structure shift to DApp would not only enhance the efficiency 

of transaction but also enable the share of accurate transacting information. When there is 
a blockchain system which guarantees the transparency and security of various intra-city 

transactions including P2P real estate transaction, we may call that city as a ‘blockchain city’.

Structure of BHOM Community

Fig.10. Structure of BHOM Community



Participants who adopted BHOM DApp would preoccupy transitional market in which the 
transacting aspects the city is shifting to the blockchain and later trade markets, and it would 
become able to directly access to and transaction existing database through the blockchain 
DApp.

Expected Participants of BHOM Community

Establishment of BHOM Community

A city has various levels of physical layers, from underground to mid-air. Within the urban 
space, various transactions (building, traffic, communication, energy, logistics, and 
distribution) are conducted among the market participants. Wired and wireless 
communication networks which run across three-dimensional space are transfer ports for all 
the transactions within the city. Among intra-city transaction systems connected in the 
network, logistics and distribution are rapidly shifting to blockchain network.

Public Sector   State, city, local government, government office, public enterprise

Public Sector Layer
  Registration, land information, real estate database including building 
  register, public service database including water supply, energy, traffic,  
  tele-communication, and logistics

Private Sector   No limitations, from corporation and sole proprietor to individual

Private Sector Layer   Real estate, transportation, logistics, distribution, communication, 
  finance, education
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A Blockchain City Connected with BHOM Community

Fig.11. A Blockchain City Connected with BHOM Community



Participants are categorized as either public sector or private sector, and will be accepted in 
order, starting from practical participants. For example, changing transport fee payment 
method of certain lines to blockchain and extending such change may be actualized through 
the agreement with transportation companies. Brooklyn Microgrid is a successful example of 
shift to the blockchain. Brooklyn Microgrid is a system in which sunlight generator facilities 
of individual households are connected as a grid to form a block and each household trades 
the power by transmitting the electricity to the buying household.

When that is extended into the city-scale, a smart grid is formed, and the smart grid could 
be utilized in not only energy sector but also other various sectors including management 
cost payment in a single building. On the other hand, connecting registration systems in 
public sectors is the most difficult part because it would require the state-level decision 
making, and connecting blockchains in each sector is the assignment all the blockchain 
systems shall resolve.

Extension of BHOM Community

Participants of BHOM community may receive customized recommendation regarding 
residences which have already gone through the reviewing process upon financial ∙ legal 
issues, write electronic contracts with details included, and immediately pay the price with 
the cryptocurrency. During this process, residents are connected to the public databases 
through BHOM and may access to evidential documents without accessing to any external 
website. After the transaction through BHOM, it extends to the residential lives so that the 
residents may check water, electricity, communication, and gas use and corresponding cost 
which are updated in real-time, and may pay the bills with their cryptocurrency wallet. We 
call this, ‘blockchain housing system.’
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BHOM community Ecosystem

Fig.12. BHOM Community Ecosystem
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Connection with Smart City

Thanks to the technology advance and network of the smart city, each detail sectors of 
housing may be easily connected with other blockchain sectors. Our ultimate goal is 
forming one united ecosystem which consists of BHOM and other blockchain sectors. 
During that process, BHOM priorly construct blockchain payment infrastructure related to 
daily life, and will replace existing payment systems on that basis. AICBM (AI, IoT, Cloud, Big 
data, Mobile) is the key technology in actualizing the smart city, which is closely related to 
the construction of blockchain city. In the same manner as all other systems, blockchain 
requires the process for users to verify their identities. Residents of the smart city can 
simplify complicated verification process with AICBM. Also, transaction aspects of the smart 
city could be connected to BHOM community. Paying the transportation fee, purchasing 
products, receiving the delivered product, using communication medium, all those are parts 
of transactions. BHOM community is aiming to support convenient payment without delay, 
by accelerating the connection with the smart city constructed on AICBM.

BHOM would encourage the use of BHOM DApp through MOU with each city and 
government body. Main target of BHOM community are 3,000 cities around the world 
which hold with more than 150,000 population and relevant 500,000 city layers. 
‘Blockchain city’ based on BHOM community still is a remote goal. BHOM would start from 
the realizable goals and proceed with the project step after step, to achieve that grand goal.

Blockchain City connected with Smart City

Fig.13. Blockchain City connected with Smart City
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Token Distribution

Use of Proceeds
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Roadmap

2017 / Q4 
Announcement of Blockchain City Plan 

/ Marcus Evans 2nd Annual Smart Cities conference

2018 / Q1

Generation of BHOM Tokens

Establishment of BHOM LAB

TGE (Token Generation Event)

2018 / Q2
BHOM Property Transaction Platform Beta Test / Beta Data Collection and Analysis

BHOM Platform Lease Transaction Test

Mainchain Conversion to EOS

2018 / Q3

BHM Listing on Token Exchange (Projected)

2018 / Q4
MOU with Cities on BHOM Community Networking (Projected)

Lease Transaction using Smart Contract and BHOM Coin (Projected)

2019 / Q1

Official Launching of BHOM Property Transaction and Tokenization Platform

Official Implementation of Property Transaction and Tokenization

Commencement of Blockchain City Project
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Notice�

This White Paper was filed to assist the understanding of BHOM Property Transaction & 
Tokenization Platform, and does not contain any solicitations for investment.

It is the sole responsibility of the reader to make decisions based on this White Paper, and 
BHOM LAB bears no responsibility to compensate for any financial loss or liabilities. 

The contents of this White Paper are based on the information and data as of the date 
reported, as specified in this White Paper. New versions of the White Paper may be published 
following the revision, amendment, and supplement of the schedule and contents, and 
BHOM LAB does not guarantee that this version of the White Paper is final and not subject 
to change. Should new versions of the White Paper be published, the new version will be 
uploaded on the official website, bhom.io. 

BHOM LAB is not held accountable and responsible for any infringement of 3rd party rights, 
commercial values, accomplishment of particular objectives of the reader, and errors in the 
contents of this White Paper. 
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